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people growing in grace,and then sees how easily they can be pushed aside by eoie
of

misunderstanding where humanly speaking the presentation 1 the right word would have

made all the difference in their lives, a man can easily work himself to death. And I

believe it is a very vital thing for a person in seminary to acquire habits of work in

making your time count but also to learn how to relax, how to get proper relaxation,

proper change. In matters that are not absolute it is vital to seek proper balance.

We won't be able to finish our discussion of b. Our time has moved a little faster

than I thought it would. No according to the clock it has only moved a few minutes,

so many I can go on another hour, but since the clocks are not yet made to work properly

I think we had better stop now. So shall we close with prayer.

Our Father, we thank you for these teachings of the 91. of Nun For these things

that are definitely taught and for the matters that are suggested and that we find

clearly brought out in other parts of the Script, but suggested in some of these

sections. And our Father we pray that you will help us to get this matter of balance.

Help us to study individual passages carefully. To get the facts and never to be

satisfied with mere theorizing of(or) ideas. But Oh our God help us never to be satis

fied merely with facts or merely with the study of isolated passages. But help us to

study the Script, as a whole, to get the meaning of the facts. And Oh our )( God help

s to work and to rake our time count and also to relax so that these bodies these Lord

has given us will last and accomplish not the work of a year or two but a lifetime of

service to God if our Lord tarries. We ask in Jesus Name, Amen.
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